NCSTL’S Work … at a glance …

NCSTL provides comprehensive scientific, technological and legal information, which promotes justice based on sound science and technology. The National Clearinghouse for Science, Technology and the Law assembles relevant resources into a comprehensive “one-stop” searchable database with equal access for all.

NCSTL offers the only free compilation of forensic resources in the world. The NCSTL database is useful for anyone who is looking for literature or media resources on a forensic related topic. Whether you are a lawyer preparing for a case that includes scientific evidence, a scientist preparing for court testimony, or an academic doing research on a forensic topic, the NCSTL database will be useful in tracking down relevant background reading, as well as media and educational presentations.

What else does NCSTL provide?

See www.ncstl.org

⇒ It’s Evident - NCSTL publishes a popular quarterly newsletter which features current forensic news stories and information

⇒ News you can use - NCSTL highlights the most forensic news focusing in the SPOTLIGHT box

⇒ Calendar - NCSTL features forensic events, conferences, and seminars

⇒ Forensic resources - developed by NCSTL for educators K – 12, scientists, attorneys, technologists, and more - Cold Case Toolkit and Digging Up Dirt for Expert Witnesses are examples

⇒ Education/Training - NCSTL develops learning modules: DNA for Defense, Law 101, Capital Litigation

NCSTL on Facebook and Twitter

What people are saying about NCSTL on FB

“Great service - thanks!”

“Used the database to look up abstracts this week”

“Just learning to maneuver around FB this week and what do I find? Your work has been invaluable and my law students love using the database ... now they believe there is something besides Westlaw.”

“Great resources ... newsletter and calendar and stuff for teachers!”

“... looks impressive”
There are many ways to use the NCSTL website

- Search the Database
- Browse the Calendar
- Read the Newsletter
- Consult the Cold Case Toolkit
- Dig up Dirt on Expert Witnesses
- Follow the latest news you can use on forensics in the SPOTLIGHT BOX at www.ncstl.org
- Prepare for Trial with Expert Witness Resources
- Find the Law with Related Links
- Use the K-12 Resources
- Subscribe to NCSTL’s RSS Feeds
- Check out NCSTL on FB and Twitter
- Listen to Lectures Online
- Link to Resources
- Use NCSTL’s Bibliographies
- Connect to Organizations and Associations
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